
5th European Rural Mobility Network Meeting

Workshop outline (15 May 2024, 16:00-17:30)

Title of workshop: (How) has COVID-19 changed lifestyle/mobility patterns, and is a
rethink needed on aspects of rural mobility solutions?

Workshop Lead Panteia –Jan Kiel, Daniela Mattiuz,
Short description of the workshop and purpose:

The workshop's primary focus is to discuss how the COVID-19 pandemic changed
individuals’ mobility habits and what lessons we can draw from the experience.

Participants will actively engage in group discussions, sharing experiences and viewpoints
to identify key shifts in mobility habits and their implications for rural communities.
Through collaborative dialogue, attendees will connect with peers facing similar
challenges, fostering the exchange of ideas and potential solutions.

The workshop will feature a presentation on the results of the SMARTA-Net Mobility and
Tourism Behaviour survey by Panteia.

Target audience

This workshop is designed for a diverse audience, including participants from Lighthouse
Sites (LSs) and other individuals interested in discussing how COVID-19 changed the
mobility and tourism habits of individuals. It welcomes participants from different
backgrounds and perspectives, encouraging them to share their unique experiences,
insights, and suggestions. By bringing together a wide range of voices, the workshop
aims to facilitate an enriching discussion that benefits from the diverse expertise of those
interested in addressing rural issues.

Structure of the session*:
Timing Title of session Short description

16:00 – 16.05 Welcome and introductions Getting to know who is in
the room

16.05 – 16.25 Presentation by Panteia on
SMARTA-NET survey results

Presentations on results of
the SMARTA-NET survey
related to COVID-19

16.25 – 17.05 Group exercise Participants will collaborate
to answer a set of questions

17.05 – 17.25 Outcomes of group exercise
Each group will summarise
the key points discussed
during the group exercise

17.25 – 17.30 Workshop wrap-up
The workshop lead will
summarise the outcome of
the session


